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A mind not to be changed by place or time.
The mind is its own place, and in itself
Can make a heav’n of hell, a hell of heav’n.
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SUMMARY
In recent years, as researchers have achieved breakthrough in generic text generation,
increased works have turned their attention to controllable text generation to apply external
knowledge to constrain the semantics or syntax of the generated text. In this work, we
propose a guided neural text generation framework, which incorporate syntactic guidance
to pilot the syntax structure of the output. Two models are included in this framework.
The first is a syntax expansion model that expands a high-level constituency parse template
to a full-fledged parse using the additional information from the input source text. The
second model is for guided text generation. It collects the semantics from the input text
and extract the syntactic information from the full-fledged constituency parse, integrating
them together to generate sentences that not only have the desired semantics but comply
with the target syntax as well. The framework is evaluated on the paraphrasing task with
automatic metrics. The results indicate that it outperforms state-of-the-art syntactically




Text generation, often referred to as natural language generation (NLG) is the task of gen-
erating text with the target of simulating human-written text. Considered to be one of
the most challenging natural language processing NLP tasks [1, 2], NLG focuses on the
construction of a system that produces well-structured texts from some underlying non-
linguistic representation of information [3] and includes applications such as weather fore-
casts generation [4], article or database summarization [5, 6, 7], question answering (QA)
[8], dialog generation (chatbot) [9], machine translation (MT) [10], etc. Pioneered by the
first sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model [11], recent years have witnessed the preva-
lence of the neural seq2seq framework for text generation [12, 13, 14, 15]. Trained in an
end-to-end manner, distributed representations that capture different factors in the input are
learnt by a neural encoder and then fed into a neural decoder to generate text under the
seq2seq framework.
Despite its success, one limitation of this framework is that the generation process de-
pends on nothing but the input sequence. However, as the input is represented as a whole
by one or a sequence of vectors during the information transmission between encoder and
decoder in the traditional seq2seq framework, it is impossible to separate different factors
(e.g., syntax structure, semantics, sentiment) contained in the input sequence and gener-
ate text according to these factors instead of the entire encoded distributed representation,
which might be desirable for applications such as paraphrasing [16, 17, 18, 19], text sum-
marization [14, 7, 20], image captioning [21, 22], and dialogue generation [23, 24] to get
the ideal generation output.
Under this circumstance, increasing attention has been drawn to developing a text gen-
eration model that is able to take external factors into consideration [25, 16, 18, 26, 27].
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Figure 1.1: The pipeline of our syntactically guided text generation process.
To incorporate syntactic constraints, [18] employs sentence exemplars to represent syntax
constraints. [27] uses two latent variables to model semantics and syntax for text recon-
struction. [17] also uses deep latent variable models to learn disentangled representations
for syntax and semantics. However, in the text generation stage, these prior works do not
use any explicit exemplars, but sample from the posterior distribution of the syntax variable
to achieve unsupervised style transfer. The most relevant work to ours is conducted by [16],
which also uses constituency trees as syntax constraint. To achieve syntactically controlled
paraphrase generation, they encode linearized tree sequences along with the source text
sequence using long short-term memory (LSTM) networks and inject both the syntax and
text hidden representations into the decoding process.
Inspired by the previous research, in this thesis we propose a syntactically guided text
generation framework (SGTGen) that incorporates syntactic guidance for text generation.
Represented by a full-length constituency parse tree as full guidance or a shallower pruned
one as template, as shown in Figure 1.1, this input syntactic guidance can be either explicit
or unspecific to provide more freedom to the process. The objective of SGTGen is to
generate text that follows the guidance of the input syntactic structure on the bottom of a
desired semantics.
SGTGen consists of two models—a syntax expansion model (SynExpan) (Section 3.3)
that expands the syntax template into a full-length constituency parse tree, and a guided
text generation model (GuiGen) (Section 3.4) that conducts the guided generation from the
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source text and the expanded constituency parse. While full-length constituency parses can
accurately specify desired syntactic structures, providing such a full-fledged tree before-
hand is not always realistic since it is from the target sentence, whereas an arbitrarily chosen
one may mismatch the semantics of the input sentence and consequently be unpractical to
be directly adopted. Considering this, SynExpan is designed to employ the first few levels
of the nodes from the root of a constituency parse tree as a syntax template, and expand it
to the full-length constituency tree with additional information from the constituency parse
of the input sentence. Combining the Transformer [15], recurrent neural network (RNN)
and variational autoencoder (VAE) [28] with von Mish-Fisher (vMF) distribution [29], this
model effectively captures the information in both the template and the source input to give
a convincing expanded parse, while encouraging variability in generating the full-fledged
trees. GuiGen is a Transformer-based seq2seq model that incorporates syntactic guidance
whose effectiveness hinges upon the uniquely designed multi-encoder Transformer archi-
tecture and the path-attention strategy. We use two Transformer encoders. The semantic
encoder is to encode the semantics of the source text, while the syntactic encoder is to
encode the syntactic guidance from the constituency parse tree. These two encoders are
then connected to one Transformer decoder by a multi-encoder multi-head attention layer
so that the information from two encoders are attended simultaneously. Since the syntactic
guidance is a linearized constituency parse tree, the path-attention mechanism forces one
node to attend only to other tokens located in its path (i.e., its ancestors and descendants)
instead of attending to all tokens in the entire sequence equally. In addition, a new scheme
for linearizing constituency parse trees is adopted universally in our framework. Unlike
traditional schemes that translate the trees into sequences based on recursive representa-
tions, our scheme directly expresses the depth information of the nodes by an additional
input. Such scheme shortens the encoded sequence by 2/3, making the incorporation and
expansion of the parses more effective.
SGTGen is evaluated on two text generation tasks: paraphrasing and text summariza-
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tion (Section 4). Trained and evaluated on the same data, SGTGen consistently outper-
forms the state-of-the-art baseline models semantically and syntactically. Further investi-
gation also indicates that the order of input text sequence does not affect the generation
performance too much, indicating the SGTGen’s potential for directly generating plausible
sentences from a set of sampled words.
Our main contributions include:
1. a multi-encoder Attention mechanism that allows a Transformer decoder to accept
information from multiple Transformer encoders simultaneously, which has been
universally applied to all our models;
2. a syntax expansion model SynExpan that integrates VAE, recurrent networks and
multi-encoder Transformer to expand partial a syntax template parse into a full-
fledged constituency tree tailored for input;
3. a text generation model GuiGen powered by uniquely designed path Attention syntax
encoding strategy that jointly attends to the input sentence and the target parse to
generate syntax-guided and semantics-preserving text and
4. empirical evaluation that demonstrates the superiority of our model over state-of-the-





2.1.1 Neural Text Generation
Neural text generation based on the encoder-decoder framework has achieved enormous
success in various NLP tasks [11, 14, 7, 24, 20]. At the core of this framework is the
neural language model (LM) [30], which is often realized by recurrent neural networks
(RNN) [31] and its variants such as gated recurrent unit [32, 12] and long short-term mem-
ory (LSTM). [33] first introduced the Attention mechanism to recurrent models, which has
become prevalent in neural text generation. On the foundation of Attention mechanism,
[15] proposed the Transformer architecture for seq2seq neural machine translation (NMT)
that eliminated the requirement of the recurrent unit [34, 35]. Since BERT [36] and GPT
[37], extra-large Transformer-related models pre-trained on enormous datasets have stolen
the limelight by demonstrating extraordinary performance on classification and generation
tasks. The Transformer-based generation models are consistently enhanced by more so-
phisticated masking and pre-training approaches [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43] and applied to
other generation tasks such as NMT, summarization and even code generation [44, 45].
2.1.2 Constrained Text Generation
Constraint text generation has attracted much attention in recent years. Some works [46,
47, 48, 49, 50] attempt to employ a scalar factor to control or transfer styles in text gen-
eration. Specifically, a generator and a discriminator [46] or multiple text decoders [50]
corresponding to different styles are learnt and then used for conditional generation. [48]























Figure 2.1: The network architecture of RNN-VAE in [13].
changed the sentence sentiment and style by removing the original attribute markers and
assigning new words. In addition, attempts have been made to control the generation length
for abstractive summarization [51, 52, 53].
In other works, constraints adopted are in a sequential form, i.e., the constraint is a
linearized syntax parse tree [16], a sentence [18] or a set of key words [54], which is the
case for syntactically constrained text generation. Existing studies on such techniques gen-
erally fall into three categories. First, unsupervised syntax control [55, 27, 17] does not
require any syntax guidance, but tries to disentangle syntactic and semantic representa-
tions for controlled output. For example, [17] uses two latent variables to model the input
sentence and its corresponding syntax trees separately. With disentangled representations,
they can manipulate the syntax structure in text generation by sampling from the posterior
distribution of the syntax variable. Second, several studies control the output syntax struc-
tures with sentence exemplars [18, 27]. Given sentence exemplars, they use different latent
variables to model semantics and syntax with a deep latent variable model, and control the
decoder to generate text that matches the syntax of the given exemplar. Third, there has
been work [16] that uses constituency trees as syntax templates, which relates to our work
most closely. There has also been work that formulate controlled text generation as filling
missing slots of a given template. Therein, the generation process is steered by a learned
structural template [25], or by a high-level sentence outline [56].
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2.1.3 Variational Autoencoder for Text Generation
Another technique related to our work is VAE [28], which was first introduced to NLP by
[13] to generate plausible instances from the interpolation between the latent representa-
tions of two sentences encoded by VAE. It uses RNN as encoder and decoder, and Gaussian
as the distribution of latent variables, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Afterwards, it is widely applied
to different tasks such as text generation [57, 58, 27, 59], sequence matching [60] and
sentence classification [61]. [57] regards the entire paraphrase generation training LSTM
network as VAE encoder, and uses the last hidden state of the training LSTM decoder to
generate the latent variables to train another paraphrase generation network; [58] substi-
tutes the LSTM encoder of [13] by a convolutional neural network (CNN); and [59] uses
combines conditional VAE (CVAE) with generative adversarial network (GAN) to gener-
ate plausible paraphrases. RNN-VAE is the prevailing model in NLP, but there is also an
effort to integrate Transformer with variational autoencoder [62]. To address posterior col-
lapse problem [13], Von Mises–Fisher (vMF) distribution is used as the prior and posterior
distribution instead of Gaussian distribution in most recent researches [63, 64, 65].
2.2 Related Techniques
2.2.1 RNN, GRU and LSTM
The foundation of the application of neural network in NLP is RNN. Unlike fully connected
neural network or CNN where only a finite window of previous input states in a sequence
can be considered for conditioning the LM, RNN is capable of conditioning the model
on all previous input states, making it suitable for sequential inputs such as sentences or
speech signals.
Fig. 2.2 introduces the RNN architecture. x(t) ∈ Rdx is the dx-dimensional word em-
bedding at time-step t (in the figure dx = 4), h(t) ∈ Rdh is the dh-dimensional hidden state













Figure 2.2: The demonstration of RNN architecture.
is the transition matrix between previous and current hidden states and Whx ∈ Rdh×dx is









where f(·) is the non-linear activation function as which the hyperbolic tangent function
tanh(x) = (ex − e−x)/(ex + e−x) or the sigmoid function σ(x) = ex/(ex + 1) are usually
chosen.
Theoretically, RNN can model an input sequence of any length since the number of pa-
rameters to be trained does not grow with the increase of sequence length, but in practice it
is hard for a hidden state to acquired information from many steps ago due to the vanishing
and exploding gradients [66].
To solve the long-term dependency problem, LSTM [67] and GRU [12] have introduced
“gates” to control the proportion of information passed from previous states and received
from the new input. With these gates, LSTM and GRU are more capable of keeping the
information from previous states, thereby making it easier for RNNs to capture long-term
dependencies.
A gated recurrent unit is shown in Fig. 2.3. A GRU consists of two gates: an update
gate and a reset gate. The update gate is responsible for determining how much of the
information consisted in the previous state h(t−1) should be carried forward to the next



















Figure 2.3: The demonstration of a gated recurrent unit.











where z(t) is the update signal and r(t) is the reset signal. The new memory is calculated by
h̃(t) = tanh
(
r(t)  Uh(t−1) +Wx(t)
)
(2.4)
where  denotes pair-wise multiplication. The new hidden state h(t) is the weighted sum





 h̃(t) + z(t)  h(t−1). (2.5)
Compared with GRU, LSTM introduces a cell state apart from the original hidden state,


















where i(t) is the input gate that determines whether the information in the new input word
is useful, f (t) is the forget gate that assesses whether the information in the past cell state is
useful and the output gate o(t) determines how much information in the new memory will






c(t) = f (t)  c(t−1) + i(t)  c̃(t), (2.10)





where c̃(t) is the new memory. Compared with GRU, LSTM is more complicated to com-
pute but often achieves slightly better performance.
2.2.2 Attention Mechanisms
Seq2seq was first introduced by [11] to solve the NMT problem and then applied to all kinds
of sequence generation problems. Trained end-to-end, it consists of two neural networks—
an encoder and a decoder. The encoder takes the model’s input sequence and encodes it
into a fixed-size hidden vector and the decoder uses it as “seed information” to initialize
the network and from which generate the output sequence, as shown in Fig. 2.4. However,
traditional seq2seq techniques assign equal importance to all tokens in the input sequence
and are unable to consider the different levels of significance when different parts of the



















Figure 2.4: The demonstration of the seq2seq model.
is being translated to French “J’ai une pomme.”, the prediction of the word “pomme” has
nothing to do with “I have” but everything to do with “an apple”, which is where the
seq2seq models with only one hidden vector to pass information from encoder to decoder
fail.
Attention mechanisms have been invented to leverage this observation by providing
the decoder network with a look at the entire input sequence at every decoding step and
then decide what part of the input sequence are more important to the current prediction.
There are two major types of Attentions—Bahdanau Attention (or additive Attention) [33]
and Luong Attention (or multiplicative Attention) [68]. In both mechanisms, all hidden
states of the encoder are used to compute the next hidden state in the decoder in addition
to the decoder’s last hidden state and prediction. Let (h(1)e , . . . ,h
(n)
e ) be the hidden vectors
representing the input sequence and (h(1)d , . . . ,h
(t−1)
d ) be the decoder hidden states from
time-step 1 to t− 1. The goal is still predicting the token ŷ(t) at time-step t.
For Bahdanau Attention, a scalar score is computed for each hidden state from the
encoder h(i)e :









where W ∈ R1×d is a learnable weight of a feed-forward network and d is the hidden
dimension of the network. The scores (st,1, . . . , st,n) are then normalized into a weight
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At last, the context vector c(t) is concatenated together with the embedding of the last pre-
diction ŷ(t−1) to calculate the new hidden state h(t)d , from which the new token is predicted.
In these calculations, h(t−1)d , h
(i)
e in (2.12) and h
(i)
e in (2.14) can be regarded as query,
key and value vectors. Intuitively, (2.12)–(2.14) is to integrate all the value vectors together
with the weight calculated from query and key vectors to form a “combined” knowledge
represented by the context vector that corresponds to the query.
Luong Attention is slightly different from Bahdanau Attention by calculating the new
decoder hidden state c(t) first and concatenating it with the context vector c(t) instead of the
word embedding of the past prediction. In addition, the computation for the score matrix






























where Wcmb ∈ Rd×d is also learnable.
The Attention mechanism allows modeling of dependencies without regard to the dis-
tance of tokens in the input or output sequences since it takes all tokens in the sequences
globally, and achieved unprecedented performance in various tasks such as NMT, summa-



































Figure 2.5: The Transformer model architecture [15].
recurrent seq2seq models.
2.2.3 Transformer
However, powerful as RNNs are, another key issue is that their recurrent nature not only
prevents them from efficient parallelization but also makes it hard to be expanded in size be-
cause of the difficulty of gradient propagation. Such issue becomes prominent as the length
of sequences grows. To solve this problem, in [15] the authors proposed Transformer, a
novel seq2seq model built on Attention mechanism where the recurrence is excluded. In
combination with the residual connections, Transformer can be much larger than recurrent
models yet faster to train.





















Figure 2.6: The Multi-Head Attention mechanism in [15].
of several parallel Scaled Dot-Product Attentions whose calculation are not unlike those
Attentions introduced in Section 2.2.2. Specifically, given a set of combined query and key
vectors Q,K ∈ Rn×dk and value vectors V ∈ Rn×dv where dk is the dimension of query
and key vectors, dv is the dimension of value vector and n is the sequence length, the score
matrix is calculated with scaled dot product (same to (2.15) except to the scaling factor)











Q , Ki = KW
(i)
K , Vi = VW
(i)
V (2.19)
to get Ci with i ∈ [1, h]. W (i)Q ∈ Rdmodel×dk , W
(i)
K ∈ Rdmodel×dk and W
(i)
V ∈ Rdmodel×dv
are trainable matrices with dmodel the dimension of input and output sequences of a block.
Then, the context vectors are concatenated together and multiplied by another matrixWO ∈
Rhdv×dmodel . There are two types of Attentions in Transformer: self Attention (The Multi-
Head Attention in Encoder and the Masked Multi-Head Attention in Decoder in Fig 2.5)
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where query, key and value vectors are all from the previous layer’s output, and decoder-
encoder Attention (The Multi-Head Attention in Encoder in Fig 2.5) where key and value
vectors are from the output of the encoder.
The positional encodings are injected into the model along with the word embeddings
of the input sequence to make fully use of the order of the sequence since the non-recurrent
architecture cannot distinguish the relative positions of the tokens in the sequence. They
are added to the word embeddings to form a unitary input.
2.2.4 vMF-VAE
The variational autoencoder [28, 69] is a generative model which imposes a prior distribu-
tion P (z) on a latent variable z ∈ Z and enforces a regular geometry over the latent space
Z from which a sample can be easily drawn. VAE first encode the input data x into the
latent variable z, and then try to reconstruct x from it. Mathematically,
P (x) =
∫
P (x|z)P (z)dz = EzP (x|z) (2.20)
is the formula that needs to be optimized. However, directly calculating the integral would
be impractical since generating sufficiently many samples from a high-dimensional space
is time-consuming. In practice, most z sampled from the prior distribution P (z) would
lead to P (x|z) ≈ 0 hence contributing nothing to the calculation. In light of this, another
arbitrary distribution Q(z|x) is introduced to give a smaller space than the prior to sample
z from and computing Ez∼QP (x|z) would be relatively easier. Using the arbitrary Q(z|x)
to simulate the real posterior distribution P (z|x), their Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL
divergence) D[Q(z|x)‖P (z|x)] is defined by
D[Q(z|x)‖P (z|x)] = Ez∼Q[logQ(z|x)− logP (z|x)]. (2.21)
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Applying Bayes’ rule to P (z|x) we get
logP (x) = D[Q(z|x)‖P (z|x)] + Ez∼Q[logP (x|z)]−D[Q(z|x)‖P (z)]. (2.22)
As D[Q(z|x)‖P (z|x)] is positive but impossible to compute, we just assume it is small
(since Q(z|x) is representative enough) and ignore it. Therefore, instead of optimizing the
log likelihood logP (x), we optimize the evidence lower bound (ELBO) in the network
training process
ELBO = Ez∼Q[logP (x|z)]−D[Q(z|x)‖P (z)] (2.23)
whereQ(z|x) is calculated by the network encoder and P (x|z) is calculated by the decoder.
An example is shown in Fig. 2.1.
A conventional choice for the prior and posterior distribution of z is a Gaussian distri-
bution. In specific, P (z) ∼ N (z|0, I) and Q(z|x) ∼ N (z|µ,Σ) where I is the identity
matrix and Σ is a diagonal matrix (see Fig. 2.1). However, because of the strong non-linear
fitting ability of a neural network, more than often we eventually get Q(z|x) = P (z) when
the network minimizes the KL divergence D[Q(z|x)‖P (z)]. Such case is called KL col-
lapse [13] or posterior collapse [65], where the posterior degrades to the Uniform Gaussian
prior, and the encoder’s function is lost, leaving the decoder to generate useless output from
a bunch of sampled Gaussian noise.
A way to circumvent this problem is to substitute the Gaussian by von Mises-Fisher
(vMF) distribution [70, 64, 65]. vMF places a distribution over the d−1-dimensional hyper-
sphere defined by mean direction vector µ ∈ Rd with ‖µ‖ = 1 and a scalar concentration





















Figure 2.7: A demonstration of the RNN-VAE model when vMF distribution is used.
density function Vd(x) is defined as




















where Γ(·) is Gamma function and Iα(·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind at
order α ∈ R.
The posterior distribution is Q(z|x) , Vd(z|µ, κ) where µ is calculated by the encoder
and κ is a constant hyper-parameter, as shown in Fig. 2.7 The prior distribution is a Uni-
form on hyper-sphere Pθ(z) = V(0, 0). z is sampled with acceptance-rejection scheme as
introduced by [64].
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We explain in detail how our framework SGTGen is built in this chapter. First, we describe
the input format of our models, and then introduce the model architectures of guided text
generation model GuiGen and the syntax expansion model SynExpan in order.
3.1 Input Format
The input of the whole framework SGTGen consists of three elements—the source text
sequence, the source constituency parse sequence and the template constituency parse se-
quence, where the constituency parses are syntactic representations. An optional input—
the constituency parse of the target constituency parse sequence—is also included. The
source text sequence is the text that we want to extract semantic information from, e.g., the
sentence in the source language in NMT task, the input article to summarize in the sum-
marization task, etc.; the source constituency parse sequence, as indicated by the name, is
the linearized constituency parse tree of the source text sequence (which will be referred
to as “source parse” in the later discussion); the target constituency parse sequence is the
linearized constituency parse tree of the reference (target) text sequence we aim to generate
S
NP VP

















Figure 3.1: An example of the syntax representation.
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(which will be referred to as “target parse”); and the template constituency parse sequence
is the top-` levels of the target parse (which will be referred to as “template parse”). An
example of the source/target parse and the template parse (` = 3) for the sentence “The
very quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog” is shown in Fig. 3.1.1
3.1.1 Text Tokenization
In our work, we choose to tokenize the text instances into sub-word units using byte pair
encoding (BPE) [71, 72] instead of the traditional whole word encoding method. Such
strategy not only solves the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem of rare words, but also has
the ability to model the function of word roots and affixes, making it a stronger and more
prevailing tokenization method than the traditional one. In the following discussions, the
tokenized text sequence is represented by t = (t(1), t(2), . . . , t(M)) with t(i) ∈ C, where C is
the set of all sub-word tokens and M the length of the sequence.
3.1.2 Constituency Parse Linearization
As shown in Fig. 3.1, the original format of the constituency parse is a tree, which is
inconvenient to be directly treated as the input of a Transformer model. A linearization
method is therefore needed to convert the tree structure to a sequential structure. One
method called bracketed format uses the embedded parentheses to simulate the parent-child
relationship in the tree structure [16]. For example, the parse of sentence “I ate an apple.”
is linearized as “(S (NP (PRP)) (VP (VBD) (NP (DT) (NN))) (.))”.
In our work, instead, we invent a parse representation differing from the bracketed
format by expressing the parse using a pair of node-level sequences. That is, for the sen-
tence in the previous example, its parse is tokenized as two sequences of the same lengths:
“S NP PRP VP VBD NP DT NN .” and “1 2 3 2 3 3 4 4 2”. The node-level








































Figure 3.2: A network structure sample of multi-encoder Attention.
representation reduces the parse length to 1/3 of the bracketed format, significantly de-
creasing the time consumption for computing as well as making the syntax expansion task
much easier. Henceforth, the linearized constituency parse sequences are represented by
s = (s(1), s(2), . . . , s(N)) with s(i) = {p(i), l(i)}, p(i) ∈ P, l(i) ∈ L. N is the length of
a syntax sequence, P is a set holding all constituency parses and L is the set of all level
tokens.
3.2 Multi-Encoder Attention
In our work, we invent a novel multi-encoder Attention mechanism to connect a Trans-
former decoder to multiple Transformer encoders so that the decoder can utilize input in-
formation from different sources and of different lengths simultaneously to generate desir-
able sequence accordingly. This mechanism extends the concept of multi-head decoder-
encoder Attention by attaching different heads to the output of different Transformer en-
coders. Fig. 3.2 shows an example of multi-encoder Attention when the number of encoders
to attend to is 2. In the figure, h1 and h2 are the encoded hidden representation sequences
(outputs) from two Transformer encoders, h1 and h2 are the number of heads used to attend
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to the encoders, and “self” is the output of the former layer. The multi-encoder Attention
plays important roles in both SynExpan and GuiGen models.
3.3 Syntax Expansion
The goal of our syntax expansion model SynExpan is to construct a valid full-fledged target
parse ŝtgt from the template parse stmpl with the additional syntactic information of the
parse of the source sentence ssrc. It is worth mentioning again that each element in the





Our syntax expansion model builds a Transformer on top of the RNN-VAE model with
vMF distribution to take advantage of both Transformer’s strong sequence representation
ability and VAE’s generation variety. The network structure is shown in Figure 3.3 where





























Figure 3.3: Syntax expansion network structure.
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3.3.1 Encoding and Decoding
First of all, two standard Transformer encoders are employed to map the source parse
ssrc and template parse stmpl to hidden representation sequences hsrc and htmpl. At the
embedding layer, the parse tokens and level tokens are embedded separately by two linear
layers and afterwards added together to form the syntax embedding. Such embedding
method is applied universally in our models and will not be specifically mentioned.
In addition, a bi-directional GRU is utilized as the recurrent VAE encoder to fit the
distribution Q(z|x) in (2.23) where x in our case is ssrc. The reason we do not use another
Transformer encoder as the VAE encoder is that its output is a sequence of vectors (or in
other words, a matrix with flexible height) with clear physical meaning: processed token
embedding with each output vector carries some information from not only the input token
embedding at the corresponding position but also tokens at other places. However, the
parameter µ that we want to compute is one vector. Using a linear layer for dimension
transformation is impractical since the length of the sequence varies, and simply adding all
Transformer encoder output vectors violates the intuition.
The decoding network includes two parts—a GRU network decoder, and a modified
Transformer decoder that differs from the standard Transformer decoder by substituting
the second multi-head Attention layer (the decoder-encoder Attention layer, see Fig. 2.5)
with our multi-encoder Attention mechanism. The hidden states of GRU are regarded as the
sequence input of the Transformer decoder, and since the recurrence of GRU intrinsically
encodes the relative positions, we do not provide external position indicators as [15] does.
The sampled z is not directly used as Transformer decoder input because 1) we want the
hidden representation to evolve through the decoding process instead of kept unchanged;
































Figure 3.4: An examples of paths.
3.3.2 Training Objective
In this context, the ELBO in (2.23) can be re-written as
ELBO = Ez∼Q[logP (stgt|z)]−D[Q(z|ssrc)‖P (z)]. (3.1)
to optimize ELBO, we need to maximize the probability estimation Ez∼Q[logP (stgt|z)] as
well as minimize the KL divergence D[Q(z|ssrc)‖P (z)]. From the VAE perspective, the
entire Transformer as well as the GRU decoder can be regarded as the VAE decoder that
calculates P (stgt|z). Since the KL divergence is proved in (2.27) to be a constant irrelevant
to anything but κ, which is a pre-defined a hyper-parameter, we only need to optimize the
prediction probability, or minimize the reconstruction loss, making the training of SynEx-
pan a standard neural network training procedure. However, as a syntax element contains
two tokens s = {p, t}, at each prediction step there are actually two tokens to predict.
Therefore, SynExpan is in essence trained in a multi-task fashion.
3.4 Syntactically Guided Text Generation
We proceed to describe our syntactically guided text generation model GuiGen. The pur-
pose of this model is to use external syntax input sequence stgt along with the source text
sequence tsrc to guide the generation process, steering the generated text ttgt to follow the
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Figure 3.5: Path Attention strategy.
input syntactic structure. The reason we choose the word “guide” instead of “controlled” or
“constraint” is that we regard generating the semantically plausible text as the higher pri-
ority than syntactically obedient text. Similar to SynExpan, we also use two Transformer
encoders to encode syntax sequence and text sequence separately, and a Transformer de-
coder with multi-encoder Attention layer to generate the wanted text sequence. However,
we observe that the situation becomes tricker in the text generation case than syntax expan-
sion. In syntax expansion, those fed into Transformer encoders are all syntax sequences,
only varies in length and the maximum tree depth, while in this case those two input se-
quences comes from two token spaces: C and {P,L}. Oftentimes because of the provided
syntax structure being too specific, the network ultimately learns to map some text tokens
to some constituency parses, especially those leaf nodes in the parse tree, which is highly
undesirable. To force the network attent to higher-level syntax, which includes more gen-
eral than specific syntactic guidances, we invent a path Attention strategy and modify the
syntax encoder accordingly.
In this work, we use the word “path” to describe a route from the root node to a leaf
node of a tree. The total number of paths in a tree equals to the number of its leaf nodes.
An example of paths is shown in Fig. 3.4. In path Attention strategy, the input of the multi-
head Attention is no longer the whole sequence, e.g., tokens at positions 1–11, but multiple
(5 in the example) sequences, each containing only the tokens in that path. The outputs

























Figure 3.6: Text generation model GuiGen architecture.
process is presented in Fig. 3.5.
In this way, each syntactic node can only attend to other nodes existing on its path and
the information transmission between siblings has to go through their parents, forcing par-
ent nodes to carry more information than their children. The Attention process is executed
twice in each block so that each node has opportunity to access all other nodes, through
root node in the worst case. The model architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3.6
The syntax guidance of GuiGen can either from the constituency parse of the target text





4.1.1 Task and Dataset
Primarily, SGTGen is evaluated on paraphrase generation. Following [16], we first eval-
uate GuiGen’s ability to follow the syntactic guidance by predicting paraphrases with the
source text t and the target parse stgt. Then, we assess the performances of SynExpan by
predicting text using the constituency tree ŝtgt expanded from the constituency tree tem-
plate stmpl. Apart from these, some ablation studies are conducted to prove the usefulness
of the elements in those models.
A subset of ParaNMT-50M [73] provided by [18] is used. Text sequences are tokenized
into subword units in the form of BPE with the open source python sentencepiece library. 1
The number of total text tokens |C| is 16, 000. The constituency parses of the sentences
are got from the open-source constituency parsing tool implemented by AllenNLP [74]. 2
Those sentences whose parses contains rare tokens are excluded and all parses are trimmed
to 8-level for simplicity, leaving |P| = 74 and |L| = 12 including special tokens such
as “<BOS>” and “<EOS>”. The dataset is standardized by removing all paraphrase pairs
whose text or syntax sequence longer than 50 or with non-ASCII characters. After the pre-
processing, 447, 536 paraphrase pairs remain in the processed dataset, in which 402, 782
(90%) are used for training and the rest for validation. Additional 500 and 800 manually
annotated high-quality paraphrase pairs are created by [18] for model development and
evaluation.




We compare our method with SCPN [16] 3 and VAGAE [18] 4, the state-of-the-art con-
trolled paraphrase generation models. Both our mdoel and SCPN take the target sentence’s
constituency tree as input, except that the constituency tree for SCPN is linearized to the
bracketed representation while ours to the node-level representation. VAGAE uses a sen-
tence as syntax exemplar instead of constituency trees. In addition, we evaluate the para-
phrase generated from Transformer without syntactic constraint.
4.1.3 Evaluation Metrics
Following [18], we measure the performance of all the models with three metrics for se-
mantic consistency and one for syntactic consistency. The semantic evaluation metrics
include: 1) BLEU [75]; 2) ROUGE [76], including ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L;
3) METEOR [77]. The calculation of BLEU and METEOR is implemented with Python
NLTK package [78] 5, while ROUGE is by py-rouge 6. These metrics calculate the n-grams
overlap between generation and reference. While BLEU evaluates ratio of n-grams in the
generation that occur in the reference (precision), ROUGE additionally evaluates the ratio
of occurrence of reference n-grams in the generation (recall). METEOR uses word embed-
ding distance to evaluate semantics beyond simple overlap of n-grams. To assess the effect
of syntactic regulation, the tree-edit distance (TED) of the parse trees of the generated and
reference sentences is calculated. TED measures the count of operations, including inser-
tion, rotation and removal, needed for transferring the source tree to the target. However,
as TED is in favor of shorter sentences, we sometimes substitute it with normalized version
N-TED, i.e., TED divided by the number of nodes in a tree.





Table 4.1: Text generation results guided by target parse stgt or expanded parse ŝtgt.
Syntax Model B ↑ R-1 ↑ R-2 ↑ R-L ↑ M ↑ T-f ↓ T-8 ↓ T-3 ↓
stgt
VGVAE 13.6 44.7 21.0 48.3 24.8 6.7 - -
Transformer 15.96 50.11 23.83 49.68 46.84 11.88 11.44 -
SCPN 23.23 53.21 31.05 57.22 51.91 6.55 6.21 -
w/o path 38.91 68.01 47.78 70.67 67.26 6.36 5.88 -
GuiGen 48.03 74.53 56.05 76.65 75.02 6.23 5.89 -
ŝtgt
SCPN 11.83 41.83 20.36 45.63 38.59 8.34 7.77 2.26
GuiGen 19.75 55.69 30.87 58.12 52.31 8.27 7.58 2.07
4.2 Quantitative Evaluation
4.2.1 Text Generation with Target Parse
Table 4.1 demonstrates the performance of GuiGen against the baselines when the full
constituency parses of target sentences stgt are given as syntactic guidance. In the table,
“Transformer” represents the original single-encoder Transformer model trained without
the syntax input, “T-f” is the TED calculated on all nodes, “T-8” is the TED with results
and references truncated to 8-level, which is the maximum depth of syntax tree used for
training. “T-3” is calculated with parses truncated to 3-level, which is the depth of tem-
plate parse, and “w/o path” is the generation model trained without path Attention strategy.
VGVAE’s results come from the paper [18]. The results show that our model produces
much more better generation results, from both semantic perspective and syntactical per-
spective, leading to more than doubled BLEU score of the best baseline model SCPN in
the mean while achieving smaller TED. Furthermore, the effect of the syntax encoder is
examined, and the results indicate that guidance from syntax is also helpful to obtaining
desired semantic output.
4.2.2 Syntax Expansion
In this set of experiments, we evaluate the syntax expansion model by predicting text using
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(b) Syntactic scores (lower is better).
Figure 4.1: Syntax expansion results with GuiGen as text generation model.
we use only the top 3-level of the target constituency tree as a partial syntax template to
guide text generation. As it is hard to evaluate the quality of expanded tree directly, we
instead evaluate the text generated under the guidance of the expanded parse.
For fair comparison, we first evaluate the generation results of GuiGen and SCPN’s text
generation network when the syntax guidance is from SCPN’s syntax expansion network,
showing at the bottom two lines in Table 4.1. It is clear that under the guidance of the same
noisy expanded syntactic sequence, GuiGen still has better text generation performance
than SCPN. Such being the case, we constantly use GuiGen as the text generation model
while comparing the abilities of SynExpan and SCPN’s syntax expansion model.
Fig. 4.1 shows the results of two syntax expansion models. Apparently, SynExpan is
able to generate more “semantically reasonable” syntactic structures than SCPN. Although
it performs slightly worse on TED, as indicated by Fig. 4.1b it is because it tends to give
longer predicted structures than SCPN. After the tree edit distance is normalized, SynExpan
starts to get better scores, especially when the maximum depth of the parse of generated
text increases. To bring in expansion variety, SynExpan compromises a degree of accuracy
by introducing vMF-VAE whereas SCPN does not, therefore we can confidently say it is a















Figure 4.2: the METEOR score decrease rate when a percentage of input text tokens are
shuffled.
4.2.3 Path Attention
We further investigate the effect of path Attention strategy. Table 4.1 shows that the GuiGen
model trained with path Attention generates sentences with much better semantic scores
but similar syntactic scores as the GuiGen without it. This phenomenon is comprehensi-
ble since it encourages the model to attend to higher-level syntax, which is less specific
than lower-level ones. Trained with path Attention, the network avoids overfitting to the
leaf-node parses and learns the real syntax structure rather than a parse-word one-to-one
mapping.
Fig. 4.2 tells the same story from another perspective. While GuiGen and SCPN both
suffer from the shuffled text input (although GuiGen suffers less due to its concurrent na-
ture), GuiGen w/o path Attention only undergoes minor semantic score decrease even when
the sentence is totally shuffled, proving it relies more on the syntax sequence during pre-
diction. Nevertheless, such character may become useful in some special scenarios such as
generating sentences from bag of words. The model can be chosen according to the type
of application.
4.3 Parameter Study
The concentration parameter κ influences the variability and accuracy of expanded syntax.
A suitable κ controls the trad-off between the generation quality and variability. Under
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Table 4.2: The influence of the hyper-parameter κ.
κ BLEU ↑ TED-8 ↓ Self-BLEU
32 15.57 8.55 59.35
128 16.40 8.42 65.22
512 17.27 8.12 77.11
1024 18.13 7.97 81.64
this circumstance, we make a set of comparative trials to find the best κ to use. Table 4.2
lists the performance of syntax expansion model under different κ settings. Self-BLEU
measures the generation variability by calculating the BLEU scores for multiple instances
generated with different random seeds. Lower Self-BLEU score indicates higher generation
variability. As expected, a higher κ value increases the average performance but sacrifices
the generation diversity. We eventually choose 768 as the value of κ.
4.4 Qualitative Analysis
4.4.1 Text Generation with Target Parse
Table 4.3 presents some random examples generated with target syntactic parses, from
which we can see that the semantic meanings of source sentences are well-preserved while
the syntactic style have been transferred based on the parse. Compared with SCPN, text
generated from GuiGen has better semantic consistency to the references by 1) using ap-
propriate personal pronouns and 2) avoiding the repeated words problem. However, we
observe some defects in our models: the articles and prepositions are tend to be misused
(e.g., “a”s are replace by “the” in the 4th example). This may be because the training data
tend to change such words, but it can jeopardize the semantics in some situations. Another
interesting point is the word “fbi” becomes “fbl” in the first example, which is clearly a
disadvantage of using BPE.
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Table 4.3: Examples generated with target parse stgt.
src: but it looked like it had been raided by the fbi at the time when i saw it.
tgt: when i saw it, it looked like it had been raided by the fbi.
SCPN: when i saw him, he looked as he was seen by the fbl.
SGTGen: when i saw it, it seemed like he had been attacked by the fbl.
src: your child wasn’t hurt by me.
tgt: i did not harm your child.
SCPN: you didn’t hurt my baby.
SGTGen: i didn’t hurt your baby.
src: he was released from prison yesterday.
tgt: they let him out of prison yesterday.
SCPN: they give him from jail yesterday yesterday.
SGTGen: they let him out of jail yesterday.
src: if he insults a german, he will take a bullet.
tgt: he’ll get a bullet for insulting a german.
SCPN: he’ll take a smile in burning a german.
SGTGen: he’ll get the bullet by insulting the german.
src: and i have to sit there on my butt and watch those statements.
tgt: i have to sit there on my ass, watching those statements.
SCPN: i have to sit here on my ass, watching these guys.
SGTGen: i need to sit there on my ass, watching these statements.
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Table 4.4: Examples generated with expanded parse ŝtgt.
src: you told me to look for the wolf where his prey can be found.
tgt: you said i would find a wolf where i can find its prey.
SCPN: i thought you’d find it if the wolf saw the wolf.
SGTGen: you said i should look for a wolf where he could find his prey.
src: wounds on the body may easily be healed, but emotional scars do not
go away so easily.
tgt: physical injuries will heal, but it is not so easy for scars on the soul.
SCPN: it was a lot of the body, but he ’ll have no way of the body.
SGTGen: the wounds on the body can be healed easily, but emotional scars
do n’t go so easily.
src: also, to help protect your security, your web browser blocked other
content from this site.
tgt: additional content on the site has also been blocked for security protec-
tion.
SCPN: the site of your web has also protected the protection of your web.
if it has saved the other security security.
SGTGen: the protection of the security of your website has also blocked
the other content of this site.
src: we need to further strengthen the agency’s capacities.
tgt: the capacity of this office needs to be reinforced even further.
SCPN: the possibility of the agency is to survive.
SGTGen: the capacity of the agency needs to be further strengthened.
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4.4.2 Text Generation with Expanded Parse
Table 4.4 shows some randomly chosen examples generated with the guidance of expanded
parses. In the table, SCPN indicates that the syntax expansion and text generation models
are all from the baseline. The predictions still succeed to preserve most of the source sen-
tences’ semantics, but sometimes fail to follow the references’ syntactic structures due to
the imperfection of the expanded parse. The first and forth examples are perfect, personally
we think the first result makes even more sense than the reference. In the second case, the
source text has not been paraphrased too much since the high-level syntactic architecture
of source and reference sentences are similar, and in the third case the subject and object
are mixed up. However, in all cases SCPN persistently generates nonsense, accentuating
SGTGen’s sophistication.
Table 4.5: Generated examples with frequently appeared templates.
NODE: S NP PRP VP MD VP .
LEVEL: 1 2 3 2 3 3 2
src: he believed his son had died in a terrorist attack.
gen: he would believe his son was killed in a terrorist attack.
src: she seems to have written a book about driving.
gen: she must have written a book on the driver.
src: it is hard for me to imagine where they could be hiding it underground.
gen: i’d be difficult to imagine where they ’re hiding him underground .
NODE: S NP PRP VP VBZ NP .
LEVEL: 1 2 3 2 3 3 2
src: there were 50 bucks’ worth of merchandise stolen by a fucker today .
gen: it’s 50 bucks for the kind of thing stolen by a motherfucker.
src: there’s an intelligent way to approach marriage.
gen: it is a smart way to approach the wedding.
src: stealing state secrets was one thing he was framed for by frank.
gen: it’s a part of the theft of state secrets that frank has been framed.
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4.4.3 Text Generation with Common Templates
We take a step further and demonstrate our model’s ability to generate sentence from tem-
plates that most frequently appeared in the dataset. The examples in Table 4.5 shows that
the sentences generated with the same constituency template not only has similar high-level
syntactic structure, but have the analogical semantics as the sources as well. The semantic





We have proposed a novel syntactically guided text generation framework SGTGen that
generates sentences under the direction of either full-length constituency parses or template
parses containing only top-n level of the full parse as the syntactic guidance. A VAE-based
syntax expansion model SynExpan is designed to predict a convincing target parse given
a template, and a multi-encoder Transformer model with path Attention strategy GuiGen
is introduced to preserve the source text’s semantics as well as comply with the syntactic
guidance. Quantitative and qualitative experiments demonstrate that our framework gener-
ates better sentences than the baselines both semantically and syntactically. Such a robust
model can play an important role in syntax prediction and pseudo-data construction tasks.
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